SRI SATHYA SAI HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL, PRASANTHINILAYAM

AISSCE (XII) BOARD RESULTS- 2019

TOTAL NO. OF STUDENTS APPEARED: 114
TOTAL NO. OF STUDENTS PASSED: 114
TOTAL NO. OF STUDENTS IN FIRST CLASS: 114
TOTAL NO. IF STUDENTS ABOVE 90 %: 89
NO. OF STUDENTS WITH DISTINCTION: 110

SCHOOL AVERAGE 91.1

RANKERS LIST

FIRST RANK: SAMBHAVI GOLLAPUDI SUIJANAA SHAARADAA SAI APARNAAM M 97.2%

SECOND RANK: MAYANK SURYA 96.8%

THIRD RANK: SAISHA LUTHRA 96.6%

SUBJECT WISE TOPPERS

INFORMATICS: T PREM SUDHEER REDDY MEGHA SAI CHALLA 100%

COMPUTER SCIENCE: MAYANK SURYA 100%

BIOLOGY: SUJANAA SHAARADAA SAI 100%

SANSKRIT: KANANYA SAI 100%

ENGLISH: SUJANAA SHAARADAA SAI KAMATH SUDEEP SUDARSHAN 99%

CHEMISTRY: MAYANK SURYA 99%

ECONOMICS: BSVEDA VYAS MEDA GOWRI PRIYA B TEJASWINI 99%

BUSINESS STUDIES: APARNAAM 99%

TELUGU: D SATYA SAI ADITYA P KOUSHIK 98%

HINDI: CHAITANYA KUMAR SOURABH SUMAN 98%

ACCOUNTANCY: C S K CHAITANYA 97%

MATHEMATICS: SOMNATH SHYAM SANDAR C S K CHAITANYA 96%

PHYSICS: SAMBHAVI GOLLAPUDI 96%